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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks.

1. A 735 kV line has N = 4, r = 0.0176 m, B =

0.4572 m for the bundled conductor of each
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phase. The line height and phase spacing in

horizontal configuration are H = 15 m, S =

15m. Calculate maximum surface voltage

gradients on the centre phase and outer phases.

20

2. (a) Why does line-generated corona noise not

interfere with TV reception or FM radio

reception ? What causes interference at

these frequency ? 10

(b) Determine the electromechanical

breakdown voltage of PMMC sheet, 4

mm thick, relative permittivity 4, and

Young's modulus 1000 kg/m2 when

subjected to an impuse voltage. 10

3. What are the standard waveshapes used for

the following types of surges ? (a) lighing

voltage (b) switching impulse for testing line

material. Give neat sketches and indicate all

magnitudes and timings. 20

4. Discuss how distruptive voltage, visual voltage

and corona power-loss are related to corona ?

Also give their expressions. 20

5. Describe general layout of high voltage

laboratory. And discuss its components in

detail. 20

6. (a) Explain the phenomenon of corona

formation. 10

(b) The field strength on the surface of

sphere of 1 cm radius is equal to the

corona-inception gradient in air of 30

kV/cm. Find the charge on sphere which

is supposed to be at its centre. 10

7. What is thermal breakdown in solid dielectric

and how is it practically more significant than

other ? 20

8. Write short notes on the following : 10×2

(a) Tower foot resistance

(b) Conduction and breakdown in gases.
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